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Abstract. The usage of 3D face animation techniques within video
conference applications enables new features like viewpoint adaptation,
stereo display, or virtual conferencing in shared synthetic rooms. Most
of these systems require an automatic detection of facial feature points
for tracking or initialization purposes. We have developed an automatic
method for face feature detection using synthetic deformable templates.
The algorithm does not require a training procedure or parameter set. It
can be applied to images with different sizes of the face area. Iris-pupil
centers, mouth corners and mouth inner lip line are robustly found with
high accuracy from one still image. This automatic process allows to set
up an advanced video conference system that uses 3D head models of
the participants to synthesize new views.
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Introduction

A communication system based on animation parameters usually requires an
initial detection of feature points, which are used to adjust a generic head model
in shape and orientation to the individual captured in the first frame. Texture
is extracted and attached to the 3D face model. After the object initialization,
the animation parameters can be extracted by image analysis of the captured
video frames. The transport of these data via an IP based channel can be done
by using a transport protocol like Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP). The
received animation parameters are applied to the 3D face model and new views
are rendered using computer graphics techniques. In this paper, we focus on
the feature detection for the startup phase of our model-based communication
system.
The detection of facial features has been approached by many researchers and
a variety of methods exist. Nevertheless, due to the complexity of the problem,
robustness and preprocessing steps of these approaches are still a problem. Most
commonly, natural face feature templates taken from real persons are used for
a template matching algorithm [1][2]. These templates have to satisfy a set of
requirements like orientation, size, and illumination. Therefore a preprocessing
step is necessary for at least aligning, and size changes. A wavelet based approach

is described in [3]. Face images and face features from a database have to be
aligned in orientation and size in a preprocessing step. Both previous described
methods are limited by the used template and face database. In [4], an approach
with synthetic templates is presented for tracking eye corners as well as mouth
points within a video sequence. A training sequence is necessary to determine
needed parameter values for the specific face. Deformable templates [5] also
belong to the class of artificially constructed templates. This approach is using
more detailed templates for eye and mouth outline matching and needs initial
parameters.
We are going to describe and evaluate detection algorithms for facial features
like iris-pupil centers, mouth corners, and mouth inner lip line. The detection algorithms are based on synthetic deformable templates and property descriptions
for each face feature. Property descriptions are spatial variations in intensity,
gradient, variance, color, and anthropometric information. The algorithms do
not need a preprocessing procedure. No parameters have to be predefined for a
specific size of the face area in the scene. The accuracy and robustness of this
method allow its usage in a model-based video communication system [6].
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Face Animation

A model-based video conferencing system is animating the 3D head model of a
person. Therefore MPEG-4 [7] is used, which specifies a face model in its neutral
state, a number of feature points on this neutral face for shape modifications, and
a set of FAPs (Facial Animation Parameters), each corresponding to a particular
facial action deforming the face model in its neutral state [8]. The generic 3D face
model will be deformed according to the proportions of the animated person.
A texture map, which describes the face properties in color, structure, and
lighting can be mapped onto a face model. Such texture maps can be taken
from an image of a real person. For that process, point correspondences between
image points and 3D points of the face model have to be established. The amount
and accuracy of these corresponding points decide about the degree of natural
animation. Iris-pupil centers, nose tip, mouth corners, and chin are only a few
of these corresponding points, which can be used.
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Face Area Detection

Before starting the search for face features the face area has to be found in
which the face features are located. In [9] an algorithm is described which is able
to mark possible eye positions with high robustness and acceptable accuracy.
The desired face area is defined by applying head and face relations which are
described in [10] to the possible eye positions. The half distance of the possible eye positions can be interpreted as eye width or length of the eye fissure.
Furthermore the eye width can be used as a unit for face feature relations.

4

Face Detection

Feature points like iris-pupil centers, eye corners, nose tip, chin outline, cheek
outline, eyebrows, mouth corners, and mouth inner lip line are used to adjust
a generic head model to an image of that person and to extract a texture map
for the model. For a practical system, this feature detection has to be done
automatically without any manual interaction. The following sections describing
algorithms for iris-pupil centers, iris outlines, and mouth corners as well as mouth
inner lip line detection.
4.1

Eyes

We present a novel approach for iris-pupil centers detection within the face area.
This approach is based on the characterization of the iris and pupil. The iris
is a circle which can have partly occlusions of the upper and lower lid. Mostly
the upper lid is the reason for such occlusions. The iris and pupil are both dark
compared to the white of the eye ball and to the luminance values of skin color.
There are mostly two eyes found within a face with the same diameter for the
iris. The locations of the eyes are described in relations to the other face features
like mouth, and nose, but also to head weight and height. These relations are
called anthropometric information or data and could be found for example in
[10]. First the iris-pupil area and afterwards the iris-pupil center detection are
explained.
Iris-Pupil Area Search. This part of the iris-pupil centers search is used to
mark a position within the iris-pupil area. Key elements are a synthetic iris-pupil
template and the inverse version of this template as well as the 90◦ rotated vertical versions of the described templates. The iris-pupil template is a filled circle
surrounded by a box. The filled circle represents the iris and pupil as one part.
The horizontal versions of the template shown in Fig. 1 has left and right areas,
which represent parts of eyeball area. The vertical version has upper and lower
areas, which represent parts of upper and lower eye lid. The purpose of these
templates is to extract desired values of the luminance, and first order gradient data, but also for calculating the correlation of the shape after extracting
the data. Such templates have only the diameter of the filled circle (iris-pupil

Fig. 1. Iris-pupil templates. (left) horizontal, (right) vertical

area) as a free parameter which is adjusted at the beginning of the search within
the face area. The diameter is determined from the eye width as unit for facial
feature relations. The eye width to eye height relation described in [10] can be
expressed as 1 : 13 of the determined unit eye width. The eye height is interpreted as iris diameter and is therefore used to create the iris-pupil templates.
The width of the left and right eyeball areas as well as the upper and lower
lid areas are adjusted to the iris diameter. Because of the dependency of the
possible eye position found by [9] and anthropometric relations described by [10]
the desired templates are generated according to the found size of the face area
within the scene. Therefore these templates can be scaled automatically depend
on the size of the face area.
The algorithm consists of three steps: First, a search using the templates.
Second, combination of both search results. Third, applying anthropometric information to the combined search results.
Step one is done for each pixel (horizontal, vertical) within the face area.
Cost functions used together with the corresponding templates consists of the
following elements:
– The luminance values of the iris-pupil filled circle and the surrounding areas
are estimated for each search position in order to minimize the difference of
template and search image,
– correlation of synthesized iris-pupil template parts with the search image,
– horizontal gradient values along the horizontal iris-pupil template outline
and vertical gradient values along the vertical iris-pupil template,
– luminance value variation inside the iris-pupil area,
– average of luminance values inside the pupil-iris area, and
– lowest luminance value inside the iris-pupil area.
Step one generates two 2D error images. Step two starts with excluding regions of
the error images found only by one search (horizontal or vertical template). Both
error images are combined by simple addition after normalization. Prospective
iris-pupil centers are extracted by analyzing the combined result for high density
regions. The third step arranges these regions using anthropometric information.
Prospective iris-pupil area combinations for left and right iris-pupil centers are
the output of this part.
Iris-Pupil Center Search. In order to refine the iris-pupil center positions and
to obtain the iris outline in a second step, deformable iris outline templates are
introduced. These templates can be changed in diameter and geometry. Taken
into account that in most cases the iris is partly covered with the upper lid makes
it necessary to change the geometry of the iris outline template like shown with
Fig. 2. The iris outline template is not a filled area like the iris-pupil template because of the possible light reflection(s) within the iris-pupil area. A cost function
which is defined by property descriptions of the iris is used with the described
iris outline template. The algorithm consists of two steps. First, the iris outline
template is only changed in iris diameter and position. The iris diameter can

be changed in both directions, this means a bigger or smaller iris is possible.
The position found by the part one of the iris-pupil center search can be shifted
within the initial iris diameter. Second, the geometry changes are applied using
the previous determined iris diameter. The used cost function consists of the
following elements:
– Absolute value of the horizontal and vertical gradient values along the specified iris outline,
– size of the iris outline (circumference), and
– the average of the luminance values inside the iris outline.

Fig. 2. Iris outline templates. (left) initial template, size changed template, geometry
changed template, size and geometry changed template

4.2

Mouth

Before extracting specific mouth features like mouth corners and mouth inner
lip line, the mouth self has to be located within the face area. For this purpose
a mouth template as well as the inverse version similar to the iris-pupil template as shown in Fig. 3 are used. Note this template has the same size as the
vertical version of the iris-pupil template, because of the given anthropometric
information in [10]. Therefore this template does not represent a whole mouth.
The mouth templates are used to determine possible mouth locations. Analyz-

Fig. 3. Mouth templates.

ing the possible regions with the anthropometric location of the mouth marks
the position of a mouth region. Within the found mouth region highest second
order gradient values of the luminance values are connected to the initial mouth

inner lip line. The mouth corners and inner lip line search region is framed by
applying vertical the upper and lower lip height along the initial line, and by
extending the left and right search region boundaries to the maximum possible
distance given by the biocular line. The lowest luminance values are connected
in this procedure to the possible mouth inner lip line.
In order to specify the mouth corners a color plane in the RGB color space
is used to separate mouth from skin color pixels of the mouth line. An example
of such a color plane separation is shown with Fig. 4. Samples of the mouth
and the skin color has to be extracted from the color image for positioning of
the separation plane. Skin color pixels are found by excluding regions with high
gradient values of the face area. Morphological operations like dilatation are
applied as well. Mouth color pixels are extracted from the inner lip line. The
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Fig. 4. RGB color plane of frame one of the Akiyo sequence.

positioning of the separation plane consists of the following steps:
– Separation vector centered by mean values of skin and mouth pixels,
– normal on the separation vector towards mean skin position, and
– rotation around the separation vector for maximum skin color data enclosure.
In order to separate skin from mouth pixels the normal of the plane is used for
color space transformation. Positive results are pointing to the skin color space
and negative results to the mouth color space. The usage of this method for
separating skin and mouth color pixels along the found inner lip line marks the
mouth corners.
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Experimentals Results

The major influence of a natural animation is the accuracy and amount of feature
points detected on the desired face. The following results are determined only

from a single face image. The used face image database consists of 41 color
images with CIF (352x288 pixel) resolution of 19 different people. Mostly head
and shoulder images are represented with this database. There are variation in
illumination (photoflash, natural, and diffuse light) and head pose. Examples of
this face database are shown in Fig. 5. The skin color area of all images is in
the range of 6 − 37% of the image size. Because the true values of the feature

Fig. 5. Examples of the face image database with CIF resolution.

point locations are not known, a comparison between manually selected and
automatically detected feature points positions is used to determine the quality
of the proposed algorithms. For that purpose, the position of iris-pupil and mouth
corners are manually selected with full pixel accuracy. The Euclidian distance
in units of pixel is used to measure the distance between manually selected and
automatically detected positions.
The detected mouth inner lip lines are compared to the manually selected
mouth inner lip by calculating the average Hausdorff Distance. The classical
Hausdorff Distance between two (finite) sets of points, A and B, is defined as
h(A, B) = max min ||a − b|| .
a∈A b∈B

(1)

This distance is too fragile in this case, there a single point in A that is far from
anything in B will cause h(A, B) to be large. Therefore the following average
Hausdorff Distance is used.
h(M, A) =

N
1 X
min ||mi − a||
N i=1 a∈A

M = {m1 , m2 , · · · , mN }

(2)

The manually selected mouth inner lip line with full pixel accuracy is taken as
reference line M and the automatically detected mouth inner lip line is represented as A. Each manual selected pixel position of the reference line is taken
into account of the average Hausdorff Distance calculation.
Before determining the desired accuracy of the detected feature points, the
results have to be evaluated in the matter of positive and negative results. Irispupil center detection results are called positive results if the positions are within
the iris-pupil area. Detected mouth corners are taken as positive results in case

of positions on the mouth inner lip line. In the case of mouth inner lip line detection, positive results on the mouth inner lip line. The results of 39 processed
images can be counted as positive results for all three features of the used image
database. The iris-pupil centers are not detected in two images, because of the
color difference of the iris to the frame of the eyeglasses and the thickness of the
frame. Examples of the detected positions are shown with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In

Fig. 6. Examples of the detected iris-pupil centers.

Fig. 7. Examples of the detected mouth corners as well as the mouth inner lip line.

order to quantify the accuracy of the method, the Euclidian distances between
automatically detected iris-pupil centers, and mouth corners and their manually
determined positions are calculated. The upper part of Table 1 shows the distances averaged over all 39 positive processed images. The calculated average
Hausdorff Distance for the comparison of the mouth inner line detection to the
manually selected is given in the lower part of Table 1.
Table 1. detection results: (upper) mean differences of manually selected and automatically detected feature points, (lower) average Hausdorff Distance of the mouth
inner lip line comparison

iris-pupil center
mouth corner
mouth line

left (pixel) right (pixel)
0.93
0.84
1.37
1.22
0.35
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Conclusions

3D face animation techniques within a video conference system enable video
communication at bit-rates of about 1kbit/s and offer the integration in mobile
devices which are connected over low-bandwidth wireless channels. A prerequisite of such a system is the automatic detection of feature points. We have
presented a method based on synthetic deformable templates to detect iris-pupil
centers, mouth corners, and mouth inner lip line. The shown results of approximately one pixel difference for iris-pupil centers for CIF images and and approximately 1.5 pixel for the mouth corners compared to manually selected points.
The mouth inner lip lines were detected with the average Hausdorff Distance
of about 0.5 pixel for CIF images. The described algorithms exploit only one
single image. The usage of several successive frames of a sequence can be used
to confirm and to improve the accuracy of the detected feature points and will
be investigated in future work.
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